Yurino SATO †a) , Hiroyuki KOGA † †b) , and Takeshi IKENAGA † † †c) , Members SUMMARY Packet losses significantly degrade TCP performance in high-latency environments. This is because TCP needs at least one roundtrip time (RTT) to recover lost packets. The recovery time will grow longer, especially in high-latency environments. TCP keeps transmission rate low while lost packets are recovered, thereby degrading throughput. To prevent this performance degradation, the number of retransmissions must be kept as low as possible. Therefore, we propose a scheme to apply a technology called "forward error correction" (FEC) to the entire TCP operation in order to improve throughput. Since simply applying FEC might not work effectively, three function, namely, controlling redundancy level and transmission rate, suppressing the return of duplicate ACKs, interleaving redundant packets, were devised. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme was demonstrated by simulation evaluations in high-latency environments.
Introduction
Communication over global and broadband networks has become widespread; consequently the exchange of large amounts of data, especially in high-latency environments, is increasing [3] . Although network environments for communication have changed significantly, TCP is still commonly used as a reliable data-transmission protocol [4] . It controls congestion by adjusting transmission rates according to network conditions. However, it cannot be utilized for such global and broadband networks, especially in high-latency environments. This is because TCP generally estimates the available bandwidth of networks on the basis of packet losses due to congestion and keeps the transmission rate low while lost packets are recovered. It needs at least "one round-trip time" (RTT) to recover lost packets. Since the recovery time grows longer, especially in high-latency environments, TCP throughput is degraded. To prevent this problem, the number of retransmissions must be kept as low as possible.
One efficient way to prevent packet losses is to apply a technology called "forward error correction" (FEC). FEC enables the sender to transmit packets with redundant information so that lost packets can be recovered (from the redundant information) at the receiver. The success rate of recovery depends on the amount of redundant information; however, redundant information places an additional load on the network. To use FEC effectively, the amount of redundant information must be appropriately determined according to network conditions. Therefore, it is typically used for UDP communication, which has a constant transmission rate, while it is difficult to adapt to TCP communication, in which transmission rate changes often, because it is harder to select an appropriate redundancy level. For that reason, although there have been few studies on generally applying FEC to TCP operations, there have been several studies on restrictively applying it to TCP operations.
In this study, aiming to improve throughput, a scheme to apply FEC to the entire TCP operation is proposed. However, a simple application of FEC to the entire TCP operation might not work effectively. If the redundancy is too low, lost packets might not be recovered effectively. Moreover, unnecessary retransmissions and timeouts are possibly caused, due to the reception of duplicate ACKs and lack of congestion avoidance, respectively, even if recovery is successful. In addition, FEC cannot recover lost packets if both of original and redundant packets are "burstily" lost in a network. Therefore, a scheme to control redundancy level according to transmission rate, suppress the return of duplicate ACKs, control transmission rates when recovery is successful, and interleave redundant packets from original packets is proposed hereafter. The effectiveness of this scheme is demonstrated through simulation evaluations in high-latency environments.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related work on FEC; Section 3 explains the proposed scheme; Section 4 describes the simulation environment; Section 5 presents the simulation results and discusses them with respect to the effectiveness of the proposed scheme; and Sect 6 concludes the paper and looks at future work.
Related Work
Related work that applies FEC to the entire TCP or UDP operation is described below.
Copyright © 2019 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers FEC allows the receiver to recover lost packets with redundant information appended to packets at the sender [5] . As mentioned above, the success rate of recovery depends on the redundancy level. As ways to control redundancy, the proposed FEC algorithms are categorized into two groups: those keeping constant redundancy level independently of network conditions [6] - [9] and those adjusting redundancy level according to network conditions [10] - [17] .
A method for applying FEC to UDP communication, which has a constant transmission rate, was proposed [6] . AL-FEC [7] utilizes FEC for UDP to improve throughput in high-loss-rate wireless environments. These schemes improve throughput performance of UDP communication, but the present study focuses on a scheme that applies FEC to TCP communication, in which transmission rate dynamically changes.
The problem of consecutive reductions in transmission rate caused by congestion control when multiple packets are lost consecutively is focused on in Refs. [10] and [11] . To resolve this problem, a method for applying FEC to TCP only when TCP detects packet losses was proposed [10] . This method attaches redundant packets during a recovery phase, namely, when transmission rate is low. It thus suppresses reduction of transmission rate as well as the amount of redundant information. FEC-ARQ [11] combines FEC with ARQ mechanisms to keep the quality of streaming services in a low-latency environment. This method is based on a packet streaming code well suited to sequential decoding and improves the total delay caused by retransmission. The problem that it takes a long time to recover lost packets, even when short-term burst packet losses occur in a high-latency broadband environment was focused on in Ref. [12] . This problem arises because TCP cannot discriminate between short-term congestion and long-term congestion when burst packet losses occur. To solve that problem, a method of controlling congestion by using "explicit congestion notification" (ECN) [18] to identify short-term congestion was proposed. This method uses adaptive FEC with redundancy proportional to the number of lost packets only when it detects packet losses by ECN. It attains high TCP throughput by quickly responding to burst packet losses in high-latency broadband networks. TCP-AFEC [13] uses FEC for streaming services, and it does not greatly change transmission rate. It controls FEC redundancy by detecting packet loss and maintains the appropriate transmission rate to preserve quality of service. It suppresses temporal reduction of transmission rate by changing redundancy to maintain the transmission rate needed for streaming delivery services. LT-TCP [14] uses ECN and FEC to mitigate the effects of random packet losses over lossy wireless networks. A method for improving fairness between TCP and media flows, specifically, multimedia delivery flows for mobile devices in the next-generation of wireless technology was proposed [15] . When TCP and media flows coexist in a network, media flows can easily cause packet losses and drastically reduce transmission rate due to TCP congestion control. This method prevents media-flow packet losses due to adaptive FEC to maintain fairness between TCP and media flows. It dynamically determines FEC redundancy by predicting loss events on the basis of transmission delay time. Moreover, TCP-IR [16] applies FEC to the TCP operation. It focuses on the problem that TCP needs at least 1 RTT when it recovers lost packets. It injects redundant packets within TCP streams, so it reduces latency of web transactions. This work enhances TCP throughput performance in low latency environments. It was extended to improve TCP throughput in high-latency environments [17] . TCP-IR encodes up to 16 packets. These works focus on restrictively applying FEC to the TCP operations.
Proposed Scheme
A scheme to apply FEC to the entire TCP operation, to improve throughput, is proposed. In the following, proposed scheme is overviewed, and each function of the scheme is explained in detail.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the proposed scheme provides endto-end communication based on FEC. The sender creates a redundant packet from original packets and transmits the redundant packet. The receiver can recover lost packets from the redundant packet. Note that recovery of lost packets is focused on; in other words, redundant information is not added to an original packet, and redundant packets encoded from original packets are interjected within TCP streams.
As for the proposed scheme, the sender encodes a redundant packet by using exclusive OR (XOR) with the payload field of all packets in a congestion window (cwnd) and transmits the redundant packet after the original packets. Namely, the proposed scheme constantly creates redundant packets according to network conditions. It thus needs only a few memory resources for creating redundant packets, and it can calculate an encoded bit-stream using simple bitwise operations. It has lower overhead than other coding schemes, like Reed-Solomon codes [19] . In the case of the proposed scheme, FEC group is defined as a block of one redundant packet with corresponding original packets, and group size is defined as the number of original packets.
The receiver uses XOR to recover a lost packet within the group when it receives a redundant packet. The proposed scheme cannot recover lost packets when two or more packet losses occur within a group. In that case, the sender retransmits the lost packets through the original TCP operation. When packet losses do not occur within a group, a received redundant packet is simply discarded.
The proposed scheme is overviewed in Fig. 2 . In the following subsections, each function, namely, redundancy control, duplicate ACK suppression, congestion control, and interleave control, are explained in detail.
Redundancy Control
As mentioned above, the success rate of recovery depends on the amount of redundant packets, while redundant packets place an additional load on the network. Therefore, the amount of redundant packets must be appropriately determined according to network conditions. In the proposed scheme, redundancy decreases as transmission rate increases. This means that redundancy is high when packet losses have a significant impact -i.e., at low transmission rate -and remains low otherwise. Specifically, group size is controlled according to cwnd. Redundancy is defined as the ratio of a redundant packet to the corresponding original packets; i.e., 1/(cwnd − 1). For example, redundancy is 1 when cwnd is 2. FEC group size is updated when the sender sends a redundant packet, i.e., at the end of an FEC group. If redundancy is too low, lost packets might not be recovered effectively. Therefore, in the proposed scheme, an upper limit to group size, "l", is introduced to prevent inefficient operation. Redundancy is then expressed as 1/min(cwnd −1, l). The effect of l was evaluated through simulations.
Suppression of Duplicate ACKs
The proposed scheme can recover a lost packet from a redundant packet within a group. FEC mechanisms might cause unnecessary retransmissions due to the reception of duplicate ACKs even if recovery succeeds. Therefore, the proposed scheme suppresses returning duplicate ACKs until it is determined that lost packets cannot be recovered; namely, when another original packet or a redundant packet in a group is lost.
Congestion Control
TCP generally controls congestion by detecting packet losses. Since FEC mechanisms can recover lost packets, congestion does not be controlled through original TCP operations in spite of excessive transmission rate. To avoid congestion, the proposed scheme uses ECN to notify the sender that lost packets have been successfully recovered. Specifically, the receiver adds ECN information to a returning ACK when it recovers a lost packet. The sender decreases transmission rate when it receives the ACK with ECN. Transmission rate, i.e., cwnd, is calculated by using a reduction factor, "r" (0 < r ≤ 1), as cwnd = r * cwnd.
(
For example, the reduction factor of TCP NewReno [20] is 0.5, and that of CUBIC [21] is 0.8. The effect of the reduction factor on throughput performance was evaluated through simulations.
Interleave Control
On the Internet, packet losses commonly occur "burstily" rather than randomly. Transmitting a redundant packet following original packets might cause unsuccessful recovery due to burst packet losses. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 3 , the proposed scheme interleaves each packet of a group with packets of other groups to prevent multiple packet losses belonging to the same group. The number of groups within a cwnd is defined as "g," and each group consists of the same number of packets to be interleaved. Namely, with the proposed scheme, number of groups is constant, and group size is dynamically controlled. Group size is calculated as shown in Fig. 4 . When cwnd is less than 2 * g, the number of groups is set to 1; i.e., the packets cannot be interleaved. The large number of groups will have high tolerance to burst packet losses. However, timeouts will be caused by duplicate ACK suppression because interleaving elongates maximum ACK suppression time. The effect of the number of groups was evaluated through simulations as described in the following.
Simulation Model
The effectiveness of the proposed scheme in the case of high-latency environments was evaluated through simulation The parameters used in the simulation are summarized in Table 1 . As shown in Fig. 5 , a sender communicates with the corresponding receiver; that is, the sender transmits continuous data packets to the receiver. Since TCP throughput in high-latency environments is focused on in this study, it is assumed that the bottleneck link has a bandwidth of 50 Mb/s and a delay time of 50 ms. Other links have a bandwidth of 100 Mb/s and a delay time of 1 to 5 ms. In this simulation, the upper limit of group size (l) was varied from 0 to 40. l of "0" means that the proposed scheme does not limit group size. The reduction factor of transmission rates (r) was varied from 0.5 to 1.0. r of 1.0 means that the proposed scheme does not decrease transmission rate when it recovers a lost packet. Number of groups (g) was varied from 1 to 5. g of "1" means that the proposed scheme does not interleave redundant packets.
Performance of the proposed scheme, focusing on total throughput, compared with that of the conventional TCP, was evaluated. Moreover, the characteristics of the proposed scheme were analyzed in terms of number of TCP fast recoveries and timeouts, number of recovery packets, average redundancy rate, and effective recovery rate. Effective recovery rate is defined as the ratio of recovered packets to redundant packets; for example, a rate of 10% means that 90% of redundant packets are not utilized effectively. Furthermore, the characteristics of the proposed and conventional schemes in transient and steady states were analyzed. Transient and steady states are defined as a simulation period from 0 to 20 s and that from 20 to 60 s, respectively.
Simulation Results
The simulation results are presented in the following, and the effectiveness of the proposed scheme compared with the conventional TCP is discussed. The effect of upper limit of group size (l), reduction factor of transmission rate (r), and number of groups (g) were investigated first. Next, the characteristics of proposed and conventional schemes were then analyzed.
Total throughputs when the proposed and conventional schemes were applied over the whole simulation time are shown in Fig. 6 . According to Fig. 6(a) , the proposed scheme achieves higher throughput than that of the conventional scheme, namely, "tcp." In the case of the proposed scheme, g is set to 1, 3, and 5, and r is set to 0.7. In particular, the proposed scheme with l of 30-40 attains the highest throughput in this simulation. Small l will cause transmissions of wasteful redundant packets due to excessive redundancy, while large l will cause unsuccessful recovery due to insufficient redundancy. Namely, an appropriate redundancy should be determined according to network conditions. That issue will be addressed in future work. In the following simulation, l is set to 30. Total throughputs of the proposed and conventional schemes when r was varied from 0.5 to 1.0 and g was varied from 1 to 5 are plotted in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), respectively. These figures indicate that the proposed scheme achieves higher throughput than that achieved by the conventional scheme regardless of the parameters evaluated. In particular, the proposed scheme attains the highest throughput when r and g are 0.7 and 2-3, respectively. Consequently, the proposed scheme can improve TCP throughput performance by applying FEC to TCP operation to recover lost packets effectively. In the following subsections, the characteristics of proposed scheme are discussed in detail.
Analysis of Characteristics of Proposed Scheme
The reason that throughput was improved was investigated as described in the following. Number of TCP fast recoveries and timeouts, number of recovery packets, redundancy rate, and effective recovery rate for the proposed and conventional schemes, when l is set to 30, are shown in Fig. 7 . According to Fig. 7(a) , the proposed scheme significantly reduces the number of TCP fast recoveries, although the conventional scheme causes a large number of them. In the case of the proposed scheme, the number of fast recoveries decreases as number of groups increases, because a larger number of groups can help to recover lost packets effectively by interleaving. On the other hand, the proposed scheme with the large reduction factor (r = 1.0) causes a large number of fast recoveries. This is because the proposed scheme does not avoid congestion, although it can recover lost packets effectively when the reduction factor is large. Number of TCP timeouts, shown in Fig. 7(b) , shows a similar trend to that of number of fast recoveries. However, the proposed scheme with r of 1.0 and g of 3-5 increases the number of timeouts. This is because a large number of groups increases maximum duplicate ACK suppression time, so timeouts will easily occur in a congested situation (r = 1.0).
The effect of FEC on the recovery of lost packets was investigated as follows. As shown in Fig. 7(c) , number of recovery packets increases as number of groups due to the effect of interleaving. Namely, a large number of groups can help to recover lost packets effectively, while it also causes high redundancy, as shown in Fig. 7(d) . If redundancy is too high, redundant packets will be wastefully transmitted; consequently, most redundant packets will not be used to recover lost packets. This outcome can be confirmed in terms of effective recovery rate, shown in Fig. 7(e) . It is clear from the figure that the proposed scheme achieves the mostefficient recovery of lost packets when number of groups is 3.
The above simulation results demonstrate the proposed scheme achieves the highest throughput performance by recovering lost packets effectively when r and g are set to 0.7 and 3, respectively.
Analysis Characteristics of Proposed and Conventional Schemes in Each State
The characteristics of the proposed and conventional schemes in transient and steady states were investigate as follows. Total throughput, data-packet loss rate, number of TCP timeouts, and effective recovery rate for the proposed and conventional schemes in transient and steady states, are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 , respectively. According to Figs. 8(a) and 9(a), the proposed scheme achieves higher throughput than the conventional scheme by recovering lost packets effectively in both states. This result can be confirmed by data-packet loss rate shown in Figs. 8(b) and 9(b) . The proposed scheme can drastically reduce the packet loss rate in both states. The packet loss rate in transient state is relatively larger than that in steady state. This is because, in transient state, transmission rate significantly changes (due to TCP's slow-start mode) and packet losses can easily occur. In particular, the proposed scheme with large g (= 3-5) severely reduces packet loss rate in transient state for the same reason described above. As shown in Figs. 8(c) and 9(c), the proposed scheme also reduces number of TCP timeouts in both states. In the case of the proposed scheme, number of timeouts decreases as number of groups increases, in a similar manner to the results for packet loss rate in transient state, because a larger number of groups can help to recover lost packets effectively by interleaving. However, in steady state, it increases when the reduction factor is 1.0 and number of groups is larger than 2. In steady state, since transmission rate, i.e., cwnd, is relatively large, maximum duplicate ACK suppression time becomes likely long, and it will easily cause timeouts, particularly in congested situations. In transient and steady states, the proposed scheme with g of 3 and 2, respectively, attains the highest throughput. As shown in Figs. 8(d) and 9(d), this is because the lost packets can be recovered most effectively in each state when the number of groups is set to these values. In other words, bursty packet losses can more easily occur, and larger number of groups is needed to effectively interleave in transient state than in steady state. The proposed scheme can therefore be further improved by dynamically adjusting the number of groups according to network conditions such as packet loss rate, which will be considered in future work, although it achieves higher throughput by applying FEC with static parameter setting of appropriate values than the conventional scheme.
Conclusion
Packet losses significantly degrade TCP performance in high-latency environments. To improve TCP throughput in such networks, a scheme to apply FEC to the entire TCP operation was proposed. This scheme consists of functions for controlling redundancy level and transmission rate, suppressing the return of duplicate ACKs, and interleaving redundant packets. Evaluations of various characteristics by simulation show that the proposed scheme enables higher TCP throughput performance than the conventional scheme by recovering lost packets effectively. In future work, we aim to devise a scheme to determine the appropriate values of each parameter according to network conditions and to more effectively recover lost packets.
